Aptean Ship

Make Your Shipping
Process More Efficient
and Cost Effective
Than Ever
Aptean Ship is an integrated packing and shipping solution
that supports both small parcel and LTL carriers.
Shipping should be easy. With so many types of packages, international requirements and carriers, your freight
complexity and cost can get out of hand. Aptean Ship makes it simple – smart features and integration with
Aptean ERP gives you ultimate flexibility to manage cost, carrier, handle documentation and connect with your
warehouse without the hassle of dealing with multiple shipping providers.
Aptean Ship integrates tightly with Aptean ERP making the entire shipping process more fluid and reducing
shipping and shipping related expenses. With multi-mode and multi-carrier capability, warehouse visibility and
automation options, Aptean Ship will scale with you as your business and shipping needs change.
With Aptean Ship, you can:

›

Reduce shipping cost and complexity – Rate shop carriers and modes in one place. Choose the options
that best fit your needs or let Aptean Ship auto-select the best carrier/service for you.

›

Streamline your shipping process – A tight integration with Aptean ERP ensures a streamlined shipping
process by providing the warehouse instant access to orders.

›

Build brand awareness – Personalize your shipments by customizing your shipping documents and email
notifications to help drive repeat business.

›

Increase warehouse efficiency – Access personalized field maps to customize the workflow to match
your unique requirements.
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Key Benefits
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Plug-and-play interface – Aptean Ship’s integration with Aptean ERP streamlines shipping, accounts
receivable and customer service. Your warehouse gets instant access to orders.
Rate shop with ease – Give the entire office the power of rating small parcel and LTL from one unified
view. Consolidate multiple orders into one shipment as well as batch processing orders. Supports
multiple levels: carton and pallets.
Multi-carrier, Multi-mode shipping – Ship small parcel (including regionals) and LTL through a
single application. Or let Aptean Ship auto-select the optimal spend and time based on your custom
parameters.
Ship complex requirements – Access line-item detail to automate documentation for international,
hazmat, 128 labels or BOL reports.
A dashboard with high-speed information – Give the front office and management instant access
to shipment history, metrics and reporting.
Branding customization – Customize your shipping documents and emails, and keep customers up
to date on their packages, all while staying true to your brand.
Multiple printing options – Print shipping labels and documents (including international forms)
separately or go for an integrated packing list and shipping label.

Supported Carriers
Parcel

›

UPS, FedEx, USPS, DHL, OnTrac, Spee-Dee,
Canada Post, CanPar, Purolator

LTL

›

A. Duie Pyle, AAA Cooper, ABF Freight, Averitt
Express, Daylight Transport, Dayton Freight,
Dependable Highway Express, Estes, FedEx
Freight, Holland, New Penn, Old Dominion, Pitt
Ohio, R+L Carriers, Reddaway, Roadrunner,
Saia, Southeastern Freight Lines, Tforce
Freight, XPO Logistics, YRC

3PL

›

Worldwide Express, CH Robinson, Freightquote
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Are You Ready to
Learn More?
Want to learn more about Aptean Ship?
Contact Us at info@aptean.com or visit
www.aptean.com.

About Aptean

Aptean is one of the world’s leading providers of purpose-built, industry-specific software that helps manufacturers and distributors effectively run and grow their businesses. With both cloud and on-premise deployment options, Aptean’s products, services
and unmatched expertise help businesses of all sizes to be Ready for What’s Next, Now®. Aptean is headquartered in Alpharetta,
Georgia and has offices in North America, Europe and Asia-Pacific.
To learn more about Aptean and the markets we serve, visit www.aptean.com.
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